
EV8626
Banknote counter

Glory’s EV8626 banknote counter reduces operational processing times with 
superb accuracy for low to medium volumes of currency. Feed efficiency and 
note counting accuracy is maximized with our dependable Ultra Feed and 
Mechanical Double Detection technology, irrespective of note design and 
quality of condition.



With a throughput of up to 1,500 notes per minute, the EV8626 offers superb operational performance saving 
you valuable time and money.

EV86-Series technology

The EV8626 is a member of the EV86-Series of currency counters incorporating many of the 
same elements of the premium EV8650 model while providing the user with the correct level of 
functionality to meet their requirements.

Ultra Feed

The EV86-Series incorporates Ultra Feed technology which maximizes the feed efficiency of 
the counter, ensuring that the counter feeds all banknotes irrespective of design and quality of 
condition.

Mechanical Double Detection

“Right First Time” count accuracy, every time. 

In field tests the unique MDD system is up to 100 times more accurate than alternative systems 
such as opacity. MDD accurately counts all banknotes irrespective of design and quality of 
condition, without operator or service technician adjustment.

MDD is unaffected by

• Currency sets with different densities of paper for different denominations
• Banknotes with excessive levels of dirt or staining
• Clear windows commonly found in polymer notes

Speed – fast and efficient throughputs

With a top speed of 1500 notes per minute, the EV8626 offers speed and throughput levels more 
commonly reserved for the premium machines. The high speed, superior feed technology and 
“right first time accuracy” ensures that the user achieves maximum efficiencies thereby saving 
valuable time and money.

Speed range 600 – 1500 notes per minute
Document size range 2" × 4" to 3.5" × 7.3" (50 × 100 mm to 90 × 185 mm)
Capacity Feed Hopper: 500 notes 

Output Stacker: 200 notes
Display LCD, Count – 5 digits / Batch – 3 digits
Dimensions (H × W × D) 10.4" × 11.8" × 10.4" (265 × 300 × 263 mm)
Weight 16.5lbs. / 7.5 kg
Power supply 98 – 264V AC, 50/60 Hz
Power consumption 150W
Manufacturing standards  
and approvals

ISO9001, CE, UL, GOST

* Specifications are subject to change without notice. Please read the instruction manual carefully to ensure 
correct equipment usage. All figures, capacities and speeds quoted in this brochure are as tested by  
GLORY LTD. They may vary depending on usage conditions and are not guaranteed.
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